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Why is this useful?
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All of this implies storage, indexing and comparison of fingerprints!
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**Goal**: To identify audio tracks solely based on the track itself (without any given metadata)

This can be achieved by:

- Computing a fingerprint for every known audio piece
- Storing each fingerprint in a database
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When confronted with an unknown audio excerpt:

- Compute the corresponding fingerprint
- Match it against the database
- Identify music piece based on the matching
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The usual trade-off between reliability and efficiency is present here!
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Of high commercial interest for music companies
Especially relevant for mobile devices
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- The Philps technique [Haitsma, 2002]
- **Shazam** [Wang, 2003]
- Google waveprint [Baluja, 2007]
- MASK [Anguera, 2012]
Shazam
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- Free mobile app that recognizes music, TV and media based on short audio snippets recorded with your phone
- Features special camera interaction for interactive experiences and additional content
- Possible connections to Google, Snapchat, Facebook, Spotify,...
- Encourages music purchases
Demonstration

Let’s see Shazam in action!
How Does it Work? - An Overview
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- Spectogram computation
- Constellation map construction
- Combinatorial hashing
- Database searching
- Scoring of possible matches
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- Two frequency components plus the time difference form one hash
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- **Problem**: Constellation maps are very sparse which results in long matching times.
- Hashing enables the usage of 64-Bit structs (32 bits hash, 32 bits time offset and track ID).
- Limited number of points in every target zone to limit combinatorial explosion.
- Overall trade: 10 times more disk space for 10000 times faster matching.
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- Matching of all sample hashes with database hashes
- Association of time pairs for every matching hash (both offset times)
- Distribution of time pairs into bins according to track ID
- Construction of a scatterplot of association between sample and database files
- Detection of point clusters that form a diagonal line
A Successful Match

Scatterplot of matching hash locations: Diagonal Present
Conclusive Remarks
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Audio fingerprinting aims for the construction of a compact, 
discriminative, robust and efficient encoding of audio data
Works on very small song snippets reliably
Shazam as an exemplary algorithm is based on constellation maps 
and uses combinatorial hashing for speedup
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All graphics in this presentation are taken from [Wang, 2003].
Thank you for listening